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Adelaide Airport will showcase the best of 
South Australia’s food and wine experiences 
to the world when the newly expanded 
domestic and international terminal retail and 
dining precinct opens from early next year.
The airport has announced Penfolds and Maggie Beer will be 
among the iconic home-grown Australian brands and identities 
who will be part of the terminal’s new retail and dining offering, 
with the Penfolds in-airport concept the first of its kind globally.

South Australia’s iconic winemaker Penfolds will launch the 
Penfolds Wine Bar and Kitchen offering travellers a premium 
food and wine experience, while the Maggie Beer Kitchen will 
offer premium dining and take away featuring her own fresh in-
season South Australian produce.

Adelaide Airport will also welcome popular local food identities 
Poh Ling Yeow and Callum Hann, who will each bring their own 
special flavours to the new look dining precinct.

Poh will open a new Jamface store to complement her hugely 
popular offering at the Adelaide Showground’s Farmer’s 
Market, while Callum will introduce The Pantry - sourcing 
produce from local suppliers and partnering with South 
Australian regional food artisans.

Other exciting brands that have signed on as part of the 
terminal expansion include Precinct Adelaide Kitchen – 
modelled on Adelaide’s eclectic city laneways and bars,  
Soul Origin and Boost Juice. Coopers Alehouse will also  
be refurbished.

Iconic SA food and wine favourites 
for expanded terminal

Adelaide Airport’s terminal expansion will see a 
significant upgrade to international arrivals and 
departures and create 80 per cent more retail 
space for domestic and international travellers.
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Report highlights 
consolidated 
growth

Adelaide Airport Ltd (AAL) has reported solid growth across all areas of the 
business in the 2018/19 financial year despite global economic headwinds.
The company’s 2019 Integrated Report has highlighted its ability to plan and invest in new infrastructure at 
a time of slow growth and constrained capacity in the aviation sector, providing a solid base on which to 
build its future sustainability.

Adelaide Airport was once again recognised as the fastest growing international airport in Australia, 
having welcomed Malindo Air - operating to Kuala Lumpur via Bali - and with incumbent airlines either 
adding more services or upgrading aircraft to bigger, new-generation aircraft such as the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner and Airbus A350 to meet demand.

Earlier this year, Adelaide Airport revealed Lagardere Travel 
Retail Pacific’s Southern Providore concept, an expanded Aelia 
Duty Free store to operate in both arrivals and departures, and 
a Hills Kitchen & Bar to open in international departures. 

Adelaide Airport Head of Retail and Commercial – Terminal, 
John Pearce said the retail vision is to create a best-in-class 
retail experience to surprise, delight and entertain all Adelaide 
Airport users.

The company achieved a 5 per cent increase in its EBITDA 
(excluding property revaluations) result to $139.3m, compared 
with $132.7m in 2017/18. Revenue has increased by 5.2 per 
cent to $225.5m.

Releasing the AAL Integrated Report in October, Chairman Rob 
Chapman and Managing Director Mark Young said that, far 
from hitting the auto-pilot button, the company was re-doubling 
its efforts and setting sustainable, long-term goals to grow the 
business on the ground and in the air.

“The effort required to attract growth continues to increase. 
Global destination competition and demand for new services 
has intensified, but in an environment where airlines are 
restricting growth in seat capacity,” they said.

“We remain under-served to a number of destinations, 
including the United States. We also believe there are 
opportunities to attract direct links with new Asian destinations 
such as Japan, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand and  
India – to name just a few - and to continue to grow our 
Chinese market.”

From an infrastructure perspective, AAL commenced the 
terminal expansion project, while completing the Atura Hotel. 
It also received a funding commitment, in addition to its own 
commitment, from the State and Federal governments to assist 
with the relocation of the historic Vickers Vimy aircraft from its 
current location near the long-term car park to a new home 
within the expanded terminal. 

In the most recent quarter Australian Service Quality rankings 
placed Adelaide as the top airport in Australia, and in the top 
25 per cent of airports in the Asia Pacific.

AAL’s continued leadership in environmental management 
has seen it trial two separate initiatives aimed at reducing 
the temperature of the airfield on very hot days. This is being 
achieved through irrigated crop trials and the use of ‘cool’ 
pavement applications.

The AAL Integrated Report highlighted a clear set of objectives 
to encourage diversity, and to ensure the health and wellbeing 
of employees, with employee engagement in 2019 improving 
year-on-year to a new high of 73.3 per cent. 

Mr Chapman and Mr Young said AAL’s challenge was to 
maintain its drive and focus across the business, including 
in areas such as passenger growth, sustainability and 
environmental initiatives.

“We are proud of what we have achieved given our size, and 
we will continue to push ourselves to be innovators and leaders 
for our industry and for our State,” they said.

AAL’s 2019 Integrated Report can be viewed on the Adelaide 
Airport website: https://www.adelaideairport.com.au/corporate/
about-us/company-profile/annual-reports/ 

“We were keen to attract iconic South Australian brands and 
experiences across food and wine, and we’re excited that 
names such as Penfolds will have pride of place in the newly 
expanded terminal,” he said.

“Destination dining is one of South Australia’s tourism 
strengths, and we want that experience to be front-of-mind 
when visitors arrive, and one of their lasting memories when 
they depart.

“We put the challenge to major retail businesses such as 
Emirates Leisure Retail, Delaware North and Lagardere Travel 
Retail Pacific to create a retail mix that would showcase 
everything that is great about South Australia’s food, wine and 
produce, and we’re delighted by the response.

While the terminal expansion won’t be completed until the 
end of 2021, we anticipate the first of our new retail and dining 
stores will start opening in the first half of 2020.”

Adelaide Airport’s terminal expansion will see a significant 
upgrade to international arrivals and departures and create 
80 per cent more retail space for domestic and international 
travellers. Upgrades include a second, longer baggage belt 
for international arrivals, more space for emigration and 
immigration processing, expanded security screening and a 
larger duty-free precinct for arrivals and departures.

Image:  Chairman Rob Chapman and Managing Director Mark Young
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“There are far too few moments in life that overwhelm us with love, hope, 
joy, and happiness. Yet, the airport is one place, in every major city across 
the globe where raw human connection occurs,” Steven said.

“Flight Paths honours the intensity and beauty of these human 
emotions in an immersive visual experience, referencing 
motion, connection, direction and the passing of time.

“Public Art belongs to everyone - it reflects our identity, our 
values, and our humanity. It questions the viewer, sparks 
curiosity and conversation, creating a shared dialogue.

“As an artist, it is incredibly challenging to create meaningful 
public art that engages and invites people of all ages and 
cultures to wonder and ponder what it is to be human.” 

Born in 1988 in Adelaide, Bellosguardo began his career as 
a third generation Stonemason. He then went to art school, 
graduating with a Bachelor of Visual Arts (Sculpture) at the 
University of South Australia in 2016.

Adelaide Airport Managing Director, Mark Young, said Flight 
Paths reflected the airport’s own values of being easy, 
seamless and connected.

“Adelaide Airport has a strong commitment to supporting local 
artists and the cultural community through our community 
investment program, as well as seasonal curated exhibitions 
throughout the terminal,” he said.

“Steven Bellosguardo’s work represents our bold vision for the 
Adelaide Airport, to share the stories of this remarkable place; 
its unique history as well as the incredible stories of people 
moving through the airport.

A new, permanent art installation at Adelaide 
Airport aims to encapsulate and celebrate 
both the start of new adventures and the 
emotional re-connections of returning home.
Flight Paths by exciting young South Australian artist, Steve 
Bellosguardo, features a visually striking, flowing triangulation 
of coloured ropes and steel structures connecting the airport 
terminal adjacent International Arrivals with the new  
Atura Hotel.

In addition to creating a stunning structure connecting new 
airport spaces that is visible from inside and outside the 
terminal, the installation acts as a subtle way-finding system 
between the terminal and hotel.

Flight Paths was commissioned by Adelaide Airport with 
the support of Guildhouse, South Australia’s peak body for 
traditional and contemporary visual arts, craft and design.

Steven Bellosguardo said airports represent adventure, new 
experiences and endless potential, while also embodying re-
connection, the end of a journey and coming home.

“These qualities exhibit a strong sense of place, in that you tie 
these thoughts and emotions with the airport as soon as you 
walk through its doors. I wanted to create an installation that 
encapsulates and celebrates these experiences, whilst creating 
an iconic work that is unique to Adelaide and its airport,” 
Steven said.

“There are far too few moments in life that overwhelm us 
with love, hope, joy, and happiness. Yet, the airport is one 
place, in every major city across the globe where raw human 
connection occurs.

“The work suitably represents a connectivity and sense of place, reflecting the energy within the terminal 
and in particular our new connection between International Arrivals and the Atura Hotel.

“Every place has a unique vibe, and Adelaide’s creative and cultural vibe begins here at the airport as the 
gateway to our State.”

Flight Paths 
installation the 
right connection 

Image: Steven Bellosguardo 
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An Australian Airports Association (AAA) 
scholarship to support women in airports has 
been sponsored by Adelaide Airport for the 
first time.
The 2019 scholarship was presented by Dermot O’Neill, 
Adelaide Airport’s Executive General Manager People, Culture 
and Terminals, to Jenelle Robartson from Mount Isa Airport at 
the recent AAA National Conference on the Gold Coast.

The $3,000 scholarship is open to women in the airport 
industry that have not attended a AAA National Conference in 
the past two years.

The Scholarship includes attendance at all four days of the 
conference and a travel voucher to assist the delegate with 
their travel and associated costs.

The Scholarship also includes attendance at the following 
networking functions at no additional cost:

• Women in Airports networking forum held prior to the 
conference;

• Welcome drinks and networking event;
• National Airport Industry Awards and gala dinner; and
• Final conference networking event.

A new taxi drop-off zone has opened at 
Adelaide Airport to provide a dedicated facility 
for taxi drivers and their customers.
The new drop-off zone is located in Atura Circuit between the 
terminal and the Atura Hotel. Customers will be able to enter 
the terminal via the north-eastern doors adjacent Hudsons 
Coffee and International Arrivals. From there, customers can 
use the nearby escalator or walk down to the central lifts within 
the terminal to get up to the check-in hall.

The taxi drop-off zone is expected to significantly free up space 
for other drivers using the existing pick-up and drop-off zone. 
At peak times, taxis account for up to 30 per cent of all traffic 
entering the airport.

Customers wanting to catch a taxi when leaving Adelaide 
Airport should continue to use the existing taxi rank. 
Arrangements for ride share and chauffeur vehicles do  
not change.

Adelaide Airport Executive General Manager Finance & 
Corporate, Brenton Cox, said taxi customers shouldn’t be 
concerned if their taxi turns left at the main entry roundabout 
instead of driving straight ahead.

“The front of the new taxi drop-off zone is closer to the terminal 
than the existing drop-off zone under the main car park so 
will be more convenient for taxi customers. A new undercover 
walkway will also protect customers from the elements,”  
Mr. Cox said.

“Creating a new dedicated taxi drop-off facility adjacent the 
terminal also frees up space in our existing drop-off zone for 
other drivers.”

The new taxi drop-off zone is one of several recent 
improvements to ground transport facilities at Adelaide 
Airport. Other initiatives include improvements to the taxi rank, 
upgrades for chauffeured vehicle parking and new ride share 
pick-up and holding zones.

New taxi 
drop-off 
opens  
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Members of the public have for the first time 
been allowed a close-up look at the historic 
Vickers Vimy aircraft at Adelaide Airport as 
part of the countdown to the Epic Flight 
Centenary celebrations held in November  
and December.

“This was an unprecedented opportunity for aviation enthusiasts and history buffs to get such a close-up 
look at the Vickers Vimy. We opened up bookings to view the Vimy via our aviation and history partners 
and all spots were quickly snapped up,” Mr Young said.

“The good news for those who missed out is that for the next 100 years the Vimy will be a whole lot closer 
to the travelling public. We’ll be relocating the Vimy to a new purpose-built and more accessible space 
within the newly expanded terminal in 2021, thanks to recent funding commitments by the State and 
Federal Governments and Adelaide Airport.”

The flypast - made possible with the support of the Honourable Company of Air Pilots Australia, the Royal 
Aeronautical Society Australian Division and Shell Aviation – flew over significant historical sites across 
Adelaide linked to the Great Air Race, including the Vickers Vimy hangar, Centennial Park and North Road 
cemeteries, Semaphore (birthplace of Ross Smith), Hendon (location of Adelaide’s first ever airfield) and 
Norwood (home of Wally Shiers).

History Trust of South Australia Chief Executive and Epic Flight Centenary Committee chair Greg Mackie 
said the event provided the perfect opportunity to celebrate the Vimy, ahead of the centenary of the Smith 
brothers’ pioneering flight from England to Australia.

“The Smith crew left Hounslow in England on 12 November 1919 and spent 28 days battling every 
climatic condition imaginable to reach Darwin on 10 December, with Sir Ross Smith remarking that he 
was in awe of the Vimy because she’d got the crew home without once being under cover on the journey,” 
Mr Mackie said.

“The Smith crew joked that the Vimy’s G-EAOU registration stood for ‘God ’Elp All Of Us’, but the four 
men grew very attached to the aircraft and I think they’d be really chuffed that a special day has been set 
aside for the Vimy in this centenary year.”

South Australian Aviation Museum chairman David Byrne said people lucky enough to walk inside the 
Vimy hangar had a whole new perspective on the 100-year-old aircraft.

“When you see the Vimy up close, you get a better appreciation for just how huge it is, and you start 
to imagine what the crew endured sitting in those open cockpits as they flew through snowstorms and 
torrential rain for hours at a time. It would have been no picnic!” Mr Byrne said.

For more details on the Epic Flight Centenary, go to www.epicflightcentenary.com.au 

The event was also marked by a special flypast of vintage 
aircraft including Tiger Moths and Chipmunks to toast 100 
years since the first flight between England and Australia.

More than 600 people registered in advance for the opportunity 
to access the building housing the Vickers Vimy and see it 
from all angles. Usually the aircraft can only be viewed from 
the outside through floor to ceiling windows. The building itself 
is climate and UV-controlled, and the aircraft sits on vibration 
dampers due to its fragile state.

Adelaide Airport Managing Director, Mark Young, said that, to 
the airport’s knowledge, members of the public (other than by 
special invitation) had never previously been allowed inside the 
Vickers Vimy building.

Vickers Vimy 
Open Day 
celebrates our 
historic aviators

Image: The Epic Flight Centenary Committee 
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Forgotten 
heroes 
fly again 
in the 
greatest 
air race 

Adelaide Airport has been the custodian of 
the historic Vickers Vimy since 1955. Now, 
the old World War One bomber – the first 
aircraft to fly between England and Australia – 
has starred in a new documentary screened 
across Australia on SBS, in early December.
The Greatest Air Race showcases how four Australian diggers 
became the first men to fly across the globe. 

As well as providing funding, Adelaide Airport gave the SA-
based producers unlimited access to the climate-controlled 
hanger where the Vickers Vimy is on display. The World War 
One bomber is made of fabric, wire and wood has open 
cockpits, yet the Vimy team, led by South Australian pilot Sir 
Ross Smith, completed the 18,000km flight in 28 days – a 
pioneering feat of endurance that opened the world to trans-
global flight. 

Adelaide Airport Managing Director, Mark Young, said the 
airport was very proud of being home to the Smith brothers’ 
Vickers Vimy, which has huge international significance in the 
history of aviation. 

“We were delighted to help with the production of The Greatest 
Air Race, not least so more people might come to appreciate 
what a fantastic treasure she is,” Mark said.

Director and producer Susan Harrington said the Vimy was 
something of a star in the documentary. 

“She’s very beautiful – she’s also much bigger than people 
realise, and certainly more important than she’s given credit 
for,” Susan said.

“During the production we were able to film the only other 
surviving Vickers Vimy – the more famous Alcock and Brown 

The Vimy aircraft is as 
significant as the Apollo 
moon landing. Sir Ross Smith 
was the Neil Armstrong of  
his day.

Qatar Airways 
upgrades aircraft

aircraft which is housed in the Science Museum in London. Yet 
the Smith Vimy actually flew five times further than the Alcock 
Vimy! Thanks to the amazing support of Adelaide Airport we 
hope we’ll be able to give her a share of the limelight.” 

The documentary is presented by Adelaide-born astronaut, 
Andy Thomas who, as a small boy, was inspired by the Vimy 
and her pilot, Sir Ross Smith. Today, the Vimy is still in her 
hangar in Adelaide -- and Andy returns to re-examine her part 
in mankind’s endeavour to conquer ‘unflown skies’. 

Qatar Airways has announced a significant 
aircraft upgrade for its service to Adelaide.
The airline confirmed in October it will fly its newest state-of-
the-art Airbus A350-1000 from Doha to Adelaide – increasing 
seating capacity by 16 per cent.

The larger aircraft begins operations on 29 March 2020 and 
will provide 28 per cent more business class seats and will be 
the second largest premium cabin of all Qatar Airways’ aircraft 
(behind the A380). 

Qatar Airways’ Senior Manager for Australasia, Adam 
Radwanski, said Adelaide had always been an important 
market and destination for Qatar Airways. 

“Adelaide was the first airport in Australia that welcomed the 
Airbus A350-900 aircraft when we launched here in 2016,” Mr 
Radwanski said.

“Now we are excited that Adelaide passengers can experience 
the latest and greatest in airline technology with the 
deployment of the next-generation A350-1000, to deliver the 
most memorable flying experience possible.”

Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment, David Ridgway, 
said the larger aircraft was a result of growing demand for the 
route and great confidence in the Adelaide market.

 “South Australia enjoys a very strong working relationship 
with Qatar Airways since they began its services to Adelaide in 
2016,” Mr Ridgway said.

“It is great that this announcement flows on from the recent 
World Routes 2019 aviation development forum in Adelaide, 
when we hosted Qatar representatives in our city and were 
able to showcase our state to more than 180 airlines.

“By attracting the world’s most technologically advanced 
aircraft in the skies to Adelaide, we not only bring additional 
passenger capacity to our state but also increased 
opportunities for freight, export, education and enhanced 
business links.”

Qatar Airways has been voted Airline of the Year by Skytrax in 
2011, 2012, 2015, 2017 and most recently in 2019.

Using rarely seen footage from 1919, The Greatest Air Race 
relives the trials, tragedies and triumphs of a contest that was 
‘certain to end in death’. Andy goes on location in Adelaide, 
Darwin, outback Australia and London, to meet with aviation 
experts, historians and vintage aircraft enthusiasts. And he 
makes a stunning discovery: the Vimy aircraft is as significant 
as the Apollo moon landing. Sir Ross Smith was the Neil 
Armstrong of his day.

To find out ore, go to www.thegreatestairrace.com 
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World Routes a 
global success

The 2019 World Routes Aviation and 
Business Development Forum, held in 
Adelaide in September, has been hailed a 
stunning success.
Thousands of aviation delegates mixed business with pleasure, 
with business development meetings interspersed with 
networking opportunities including a spectacular gala and 
awards event.

Representatives from 180 airlines and 300 airports from 130 
countries took part in 10,000 meetings over the four-day event. 
The format of short face-to-face meetings between airlines and 
airports has been likened to speed dating, with discussions 
shaping future global aviation route development for years  
to come.

The exhibition space at the conference venue, the Adelaide 
Showgrounds covered 23,000 square metres. It was the first 
time World Routes had been held in Australia.

“We have been attending World Routes for 
20 years and recognise the importance of this 
event, as well as the significant opportunity it has 
provided South Australia,” Mr Young said.

Adelaide Airport Managing Director, Mark Young, said the event 
had been a very big collaborative effort between the State 
Government, Federal Government and Adelaide Airport, first to 
successfully bid for World Routes and then to organise such a 
successful event.

“World Routes was an incredibly exciting opportunity to 
showcase what we have to offer and to demonstrate we have 
the capacity and the demand to attract new carriers travelling 
to new destinations,” Mr Young said.

“We have been attending World Routes for 20 years and 
recognise the importance of this event, as well as the significant 
opportunity it has provided South Australia.

“The airlines already travelling to Adelaide offer more than 300 
one-stop connections around the globe, but we’re keen to 
continue to grow the number of direct services to build on what 
we already offer.”
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Routes Brand Director, Steven Small said the event had 
received great feedback from their customers.

“This event is where decisions are made. We have the route 
development community that are making their decisions on 
where they’re going to place their aircraft in future years,” Mr 
Small said.

“We believe we made the right choice in bringing World Routes 
2019 here to Adelaide.”
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Adelaide Airport Limited (AAL) commenced 
the new financial year, FY20, with continued 
solid growth across both travel sectors. 
International travel saw strong growth of 
15.3% while Domestic travel saw 3.1% growth 
in passenger traffic.
The September Quarter saw strong international traffic growth 
of 15.3% due to a mixture of increased capacity, the Australian 
Winter season driving South Australians to seek warmer holiday 
destinations, and the World Routes Aviation Conference, which 
was held in Adelaide during late September and saw delegates 
from around the globe travelling to Adelaide.

On the capacity front, the commencement of Malindo Air’s 
four-weekly services on the Adelaide - Denpasar (Bali) - Kuala 
Lumpur route, Jetstar’s additional services to Denpasar (Bali) 
and the additional capacity from Singapore Airlines’ up-
gauge of aircraft from the Airbus A330 to the Airbus A350 all 
contributed to the stimulation of international traffic to Asia.

Quarterly 
passenger update

Passenger Statistics
Adelaide Airport records strong overall passenger growth of 4.7% for Q1 FY20

* Including regional

PAX QUARTER TO DATE FINANCIAL YEAR TO DATE
(‘000s) Sep-19 Sep-18 Growth (%) Sep-19 Sep-18 Growth (%)

Domestic* 1,936 1,877 3.1% 1,936 1,877 3.1%

International 310 269 15.3% 310 269 15.3%

Total 2,246 2,146 4.7% 2,246 2,146 4.7%

Qatar Airways was also a major contributor to international 
growth through the up-gauge of aircraft from the A350-900 
to the B777-300ER, providing an additional 71 seats per flight 
during the September period. 

Domestic travel for the September Quarter grew 3.1% to 
1.94 million passengers, driven by increased demand to the 
domestic capital cities of Brisbane, Melbourne and Perth, as 
well as continued strength to key regional resource routes such 
as Olympic Dam, Port Augusta, Moomba and Whyalla.

Repaved road a 
recycling success

Next time you drive into Adelaide Airport, you 
may be driving over plastic bags and printer 
toner cartridges.
The airport has become one of the first in Adelaide to use 
these innovative construction materials to re-pave Sir Richard 
Williams Ave, the main thoroughfare from the airport entrance 
to the pick-up and drop-off zone.

Roughly 200 tonnes of ‘Reconophalt’ has been laid by 
integrated services provider, Downer, equating to 104,737 
plastic bags and 2,388 used printer toner cartridges, plus 60 
tonnes of re-purposed existing road asphalt.

All of these materials have been diverted from landfill and 
represent more than 30 per cent total recycled material content 
for the road re-surfacing.

Plastic bag 
equivalents

Used printer 
cartridges diverted 
from landfill

Of existing road 
asphalt repurposed

104,737 2,388 60 tonnes

We didn’t just build a road 
with innovative materials. 
We also saved so much.
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Airport 
retailers 
awarded

Draft Master Plan to be sent 
to Minister

Adelaide Airport has received more than 
70 submissions in response to its 2019 
Preliminary Draft Master Plan.
The master plan highlights the airport’s plans for growth, jobs 
creation and sustainable economic development over the next 
20 years.

The 60-business-day consultation period included three 
public open days held at Adelaide Airport and the City of West 
Torrens Civic Centre. 

Submissions to the draft master plan covered a range of 
airport activities and infrastructure including ground transport, 
future land uses, plans for the main terminal and more 
recognition for South Australia’s historic aviators.

Once Adelaide Airport has reviewed comments on the PDMP, 
a revised Draft Master Plan will be prepared and submitted to 
the Federal Minster for Infrastructure, Transport and Regional 
Development for consideration.

The airport has grown significantly as a major economic and 
employment generator in South Australia and this growth is 
expected to continue over the next two decades.

Since 2014, passenger numbers have increased by 1 million to 
8.5 million, airport-related jobs have grown by 5,000 to 22,600, 
and the airport’s contribution to Gross State Product has been 
boosted by more than $1 billion to $2.98 billion, representing 
3.1 per cent of the State’s economic growth.

Over the next 20 years, forecasts indicate passenger numbers 
will grow to 19.8 million – including 3.3 million international 
travellers – while air freight will almost triple from 58,500 tonnes 
to 146,000 tonnes.

Adelaide Airport has recognised the 
outstanding sales and customer service 
results of T1 retailers at the 2018/19 Adelaide 
Airport Retailer of the Year Awards, held at 
Electra House in the city in October.
The awards provided an opportunity to celebrate the 
contribution retailers make to the Adelaide Airport community 
and acknowledge excellence in airport retailing and  
customer service.

The category winners were:

Customer Service Excellence Award
Food & Beverage

Specialty

Krispy Kreme

Carry On  
MAC Cosmetics  
Seed

Winner

Winner

Outstanding Individuals

Russell Leonard

Jagjit Singh

Shades

Travelex

Shake Off App – Highest Redemption

Cocolat

Muffin Break

Christmas 2018

Easter 2019

Top Sales Growth
Food & Beverage

Specialty

Coopers Alehouse

Travelex (L2)

Colonel Light Corner

Australian Way

Winner

Winner

Runner Up

Runner Up
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A new premium lounge has opened in 
the general aviation terminal with guests 
promised a relaxing, private space in an RM 
Williams inspired outback setting.
The VIP passenger lounge, operated by Platinum Aircraft 
Charter, provides a comfortable area to meet pre-departure 
and post-arrival and allows guests to relax with a real coffee in 
a private space. 

Platinum Aircraft Charter said it would strive to provide the best 
experience possible for its clients and their guests travelling 
to locations Australia wide by creating the RM Williams luxury 
outback style lounge.

Platinum Aircraft Charter operates a fleet of Pilatus PC12 and 
Beechcraft B200 Super King Air aircraft - available for VIP, 
leisure, government, freight, contract and mining charters with 
as little as 90 minutes notice.

New Platinum 
Charter lounge 
opens

Safety week highlights 
community approach

Adelaide Airport has participated in the 
annual Australian Airports Association (AAA) 
Airport Safety Week in October based on a 
theme of ‘Our Airport, Our Community’.
Airport management’s Workplace Health & Safety team 
encouraged participation by all people working on airport to 
build and strengthen relationships so that it can consult and 
communicate effectively on joint health and safety obligations.

Highlights of the week included air traffic control tower 
tours, the annual FOD (Foreign Object Debris) walk and a 
presentation on prostate cancer awareness, with all tours and 
the presentation reaching maximum capacity. 

The VIP passenger lounge, operated by Platinum Aircraft 
Charter, provides a comfortable area to meet pre-departure 
and post-arrival and allows guests to relax with a real coffee 
in a private space. 


